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MA Early Childhood Studies 
 Froebel Trust Scholarship Award 

 
Information for Applicants 

  
 
Principle 
The Froebel Trust, which is committed to the development of theory and practice in 

Froebelian education and to increasing the numbers of Froebelian-trained educators, 

has agreed to fund a Scholarship Award to enable suitably qualified students to 

undertake the MA in Early Childhood Studies at the University of Roehampton. The 

Award will be explicitly linked to Froebelian principles, and successful applicants will 

be expected to be able to demonstrate familiarity with these in their prior professional 

experience and/or academic study.  

 

Friedrich Froebel (1782-1852) is famous pre-eminently for his radical insight that the 

first learning experiences of the very young are of crucial importance in influencing not 

only their later educational achievements, but also the health and development of 

society as a whole. Whilst understanding young children’s intrinsic playful creativity, 

Froebel also recognised the profound influence that community and social context had 

on whether and how young children’s playful explorations were facilitated or limited. 

The form and patterning of young children’s interactions with particular adults are 

uniquely individual and creative to them, and nurtured or curtailed by the particular 

environments in which they occur. Distinctive cultural practices, political values and 

policies, and organizational structures all act to expand or curtail opportunity. It is an 

aim of the MA in Early Childhood Studies Programme to strengthen students’ 

awareness of these influences and their capacity to understand and take account of 

them in action.  

 

 
The MA Early Childhood Studies Programme 
The MA Early Childhood Studies Programme has an international profile, and brings 

together students at postgraduate level from around the world, including those who:  

 

• work directly with young children in a range of disciplines, including professional 

practitioners in education, health, social care, and therapeutic contexts 

 

• are involved in developing the early years workforce  

 

• are working for young children and families through policy review and 

development   
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• are interested in developing research in early childhood.  The programme will 

provide the opportunity to work with an internationally highly respected research 

team, and to participate in the work of the Early Childhood Research Centre 

(ECRC).  Masters students will be able to participate in all the ECRC’s seminars 

and conferences, as well as having the opportunity to apply to progress to 

doctoral studies in one coherent environment.   

 

 

Key benefits of the Programme 

• A validated, ‘cutting edge’ MA in Early Childhood Studies, taught by an 

international team of academics, all of whom are active in reseach. 

 

• A distinctive, internationally respected MA fully underpinned by Froebelian 

principles, and located in Froebel College with its long history of teacher 

education. 

 

• The opportunity to develop your career as a practitioner working directly with 

young children, as a leader in early childhood, as a researcher, or more 

broadly to give yourself a strong academic springboard for a related 

professional career. 

 

• Full-time and part-time study routes are available, with evening and weekend 

teaching. 

 

• The opportunity to gain access to the world-renowned Froebel Archive, which 

is located at this University 

 
 
The Programme Structure (180 credits are required for a full MA ECS Award).  

Play, Thinking and Communication ECH020L020A (Compulsory) 20 

Research Methods (Compulsory) 20 

Dissertation (compulsory) 60 

And then a further 4 modules (80 credits) chosen from the optional modules 
below 

Early Childhood Pedagogy and Practice  
ECH020L030S  

20 

Exploring the Froebelian Legacy in Early Childhood Practice. 
ECH020L031S 

20 

Emotion and the Roots of Wellbeing  
ECH020L033S 

20 

Current Perspectives on Child Development  
ECH020L037S 

20 
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Representing Childhoods 
ECH020L038A 

20 

Independent Study (A / S / H ) 20 

 

 
Amount of Scholarship Award funding 
The Froebel Trust will award up to £5,250 (five thousand two hundred and fifty 

pounds) towards your fees and these may be held full-time or part-time.  

 

Each Scholarship will be calculated in one of the following ways: 

a) For UK and EU students, up to £5,250 to the value of the UK and EU tuition 

fee.  (Should the successful applicant be a graduate of The University of 

Roehampton, the student will be eligible for a 20% discount and the award will 

be reduced pro rata). 

 

OR 

 

b) If the student is classified as paying International Fees, then the Award will be 

up to £5,250.  

 
Selection and requirements for Students 
The principle of the Scholarship is set out in the opening paragraph. The aims of the 

Scholarship are as follows:  

 

• to enable exceptional students with a record of knowledge of and commitment 

to Froebelian principles to continue their studies at post-graduate level 

    

• to promote Froebelian scholarship and the production of high quality work, 

with potential for publication, including  on the Froebel Trust website 

 

• to support the continued development of educationalists with knowledge of 

and an interest in Froebelian education. 

 

With these aims in mind, Scholarship students will be expected to demonstrate a 

commitment to deepening and developing their understanding of Froebelian principles 

and their relevance to contemporary policy and practice in all of the modules of study 

they undertake, including the Dissertation.  

 

Scholarship applicants would be asked to complete an application including a 

statement of 1,000 words and the application form, which would,   
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a) describe their understanding of Froebelian principles and their relevance to 

contemporary early years policy and practice;  

b) and also outline their ambition / aspiration as to how they could use their MA 

ECS Award to further promote Froebelian principles.  

  

Selection will be based on:  

  

a) Applicants who are on track to achieve (or have already achieved) a minimum 

of a class 2:1 first degree, and ideally a first class degree.  

b) The ability to demonstrate understanding of Froebelian principles or a clear 

plan to demonstrate how the Froebelian principles may inform their practice in 

the future. 

c) Assessment of the 1000-word statement for rigour / detail of description / 

arguments, conviction and use of standard English. Criteria used in the 

University evaluation of ‘outstanding’ academic work will be used in the 

assessment of the statement.     

 
Payment of the Award  
On approval of a Scholarship Award, where it is being paid in the form of fees, these 

will be remitted by The Froebel Trust directly to the Finance Department of the 

University.  

 

Schedule 

Advertising the Scholarship* From 27th June 2022 

Deadline to receive applications Friday 2nd September 2022 by 

5pm 

Panel review Early September 

Publication of results 19th September 2022 

 

 

 
Further information  
Further information about the Programme and about the Scholarship Award can be 

obtained from the programme convenor, Dr Kyara Rojas-Bustos; Kyara-rojas-

bustos@roehampton.ac.uk and TaughtPG@roehampton.ac.uk. 


